Mrs. Youmans’ Newsletter for the Week of October 3-7, 2016

Spelling Sentences
1. Rex fell down again and hit his head!
2. Can you help fix this mess?
3. Will you help the new kid?
4. There is my red pen!
5. Tell Glenn to use a net.
7. BONUS: My country is the United States of America.
8. EXTRA BONUS: He sweated and smelled, so he dressed again.

Special Notes
Activity Schedule: Monday– Computer Lab; Tuesday– PE; Wednesday – Music; Thursday- Guidance; Friday- PE

PTO is selling “cool treats” on Thursdays for $1.00.

The Spirit Store WILL BE OPEN this Friday! Bring $$$.!!!

The first 9-Week Grading Period ends Thursday, Oct. 13th!
Friday, October 14th is a Teacher Workday and Student Holiday! Report Cards go home the following week.

The Reading Unit 1 Mastery Test will be given on Wednesday, Oct. 5th! This test score counts DOUBLE in the Grade Book! We will complete a thorough classroom review before the test date!

 The spelling words listed to the left will be the “Challenge” List for the week. Students scoring below 80% on the weekly PRETEST will spell 8 teacher-selected words from this list and will be responsible for three teacher-selected sentences from this list. It is important that spelling be differentiated for all levels of learners!

Math
We will complete Chapter 2 on subtraction and will test over it on Thursday of this week.

Vocabulary words for subtraction include: subtract, minus, difference, subtraction number sentence, equation, “are left”, “how many more”, “how many fewer”, “take away”, related facts, compare, part, whole, true, false. Students need to understand these terms. Please be sure to review all papers brought home.